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To solve zero-sum differential games Isaacs derived PDE of Hamilton–Jacobi type for value
function. However, in many differential games the value function is not smooth. The theory of
viscosity solutions overcomes non-smoothness of the value function by introducing generalized
solutions of PDE. Programmed iteration method considers functional equation for the value
function which is called generalized Isaacs–Bellman equation. In the paper connection between
the theory of viscosity solutions and programmed iteration method is studied. It turns out
that successive approximations utilized in programmed iteration method for finding solutions
of generalized Isaacs–Bellman equation and any fixed point of value operators are corresponding
viscosity super or sub-solutions of Isaacs equation. Bibliogr. 24.
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Для решения дифференциальных игр Айзекc предложил уравнение в частных про-
изводных типа Гамильтона–Якоби, которому удовлетворяет функция цены игры. Одна-
ко для большинства содержательных примеров дифференциальных игр функция цены
не является гладкой. Теория вязкостных решений решает данную проблему, рассматривая
обобщенные решения уравнений в частных производных. Метод программных итераций,
в свою очередь, обходит проблему негладкости функции цены с помощью функционально-
го уравнения функции цены игры, которое называется обобщенным уравнением Айзекса–
Беллмана. В данной статье устанавливается связь между теорией вязкостных решений
и методом программных итераций. Доказывается, что последовательные приближения
используются в методе программных итераций для нахождения решения обобщенного
уравнения Айзекса–Беллмана и любая неподвижная точка оператора значения являет-
ся соответствующим супер- или суб-решением уравнения Айзекса–Беллмана. Библиогр.
24 назв.
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метод программных итераций, частные производные, функция цены.

1. Introduction. Development of the theory of zero-sum differential games was
started independently in 60’s by Rufus Isaacs [1] and Lev Pontryagin [2].

Rufus Isaacs introduced a partial differential equation for the value function of the
game, called Isaacs equation nowadays, and provided a framework for finding its solution.
Using method of characteristics he solved many examples of differential games and inspired
further research in this direction [3]. However one of the obstacles to apply Isaacs method
and to build rigorous mathematical theory was the problem of non-smoothness of the value
function arising in many differential games.
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Rigorous theory for the value function of differential game arised in [4–8]. The idea
was to approximate differential game by discrete-time games. Sequences of lower and upper
value functions were constructed and it was proved that under certain conditions lower
and upper value functions converge to the same limit as length of step of discretization
approaches to zero. This limit was understood as the value function of differential game.

Alternative approach called positional differential game theory was developed by
Krasovskii and Subbotin [9]. They characterized the value of the game as a function
satisfying certain conditions of stability. Later Subbotin expressed stability conditions in
terms of inequalities for Dini directional derivatives for locally Lipschitz functions [10] and
this research evolved to the theory of minimax solutions of first order PDE [11].

The theory of viscosity solutions for Hamilton–Jacobi equations started with the work
by Crandall and Lions [12]. Later this theory was applied to differential games by Evans
and Souganidis [13], they proved that the value function of game is a viscosity solution
of Isaacs equation with certain boundary condition. Equivalence of viscosity and minimax
solutions was established by Subbotin [14].

Programmed iteration method for the theory of differential games was introduced in
70s independently by Chentsov [15, 16] and Chistyakov [17, 18]. Chentsov developed it
in the scope of positional differential game theory as a mean to construct stable bridges
which are crucial elements required to construct solutions of differential games. Chistyakov
introduced programmed iteration method as a way to build rigorous theory of differential
games and to bypass difficulties of Isaacs method. This paper continues the latter research.

The connection between programmed iteration method and the theory of generalized
solutions of PDE was established by Chentsov and Subbotin in [19]. They proved that
sequences of successive approximations in programmed iteration method converge to
minimax solution of corresponding Isaacs equation. This result due to equivalence of
minimax and viscosity solutions implies that the limit of the sequence of successive
approximations is, in turn, a viscosity solution.

In this paper it is shown that every fixed point of maxmin value operator is a viscosity
supersolution of lower Isaacs equation and every fixed point of minmax value operator is
a viscosity subsolution of upper Isaacs equation. From this and validity of cross property
of successive approximations (see lemma 3.6) it immediately follows that every maxmin
(minmax) approximation in programmed iteration method is indeed a viscosity subsolution
(supersolution) of upper (lower) Isaacs equation. Under Isaacs condition then, due to con-
vergence of successive approximations to the common fixed point of value operators, fact
that common limit is a viscosity solution of Isaacs equation is immediate consequence.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the zero-sum differential game under
investigation is described and some facts on Isaacs equation and viscosity solutions are
discussed. Next section introduces programmed iteration method and lists main lemmas
and theorems on value operators and successive approximations. Section 4 contains main
results of the paper.

2. Differential game and Isaacs equation. Consider a two person zero-sum
differential game of fixed duration T−t0. Dynamics of the game is described by differential
equation

dx

dt
= f(t, x, u, v) (1)

(t ∈ [t0, T ], x ∈ R
n, u ∈ P ⊂ R

k, v ∈ Q ⊂ R
l).

Game starts at time t0 from position
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x(t0) = x0 (2)

and ends at time T with terminal payoff

H(x(·)) = H(x(T )). (3)

The player controlling parameter u at every moment t based on the knowledge of the
position (t, x(t)) chooses u(t) ∈ P and aims at minimizing payoff (3). His/her opponent,
possessing the same information about position (t, x(t)), sets the control v(t) ∈ Q at every
point t with the goal of maximizing same payoff function (3).

Standard assumptions in the theory of zero-sum differential games regarding dynamic
system (1) and payoff (3) are as follows. Function f is continuous on the set [t0, T ]×Rn×
P × Q, local Lipschitzian in x, i. e. for any compact subset K ⊂ Rn there exists L > 0
such that

‖f(t, x′, u, v) − f(t, x′′, u, v)‖ � L‖x′ − x′′‖,
∀t ∈ [t0, T ]; x′, x′′ ∈ K; ∀u ∈ P ; ∀v ∈ Q,

and for some λ > 0

‖f(t, x, u, v)‖ � λ(1 + ‖x‖) ∀t ∈ [t0, T ], ∀x ∈ R
n, ∀u ∈ P, ∀v ∈ Q.

These three assumptions guarantee that for any initial position (2) and any Lebesque
measurable controls u(·) : [t0, T ] → P and v(·) : [t0, T ] → Q equation (1) has unique
solution on [t0, T ] [20]. Let L([t0, T ], S) be a set of Lebesque measurable functions which
map [t0, T ] to S then sets

Ut0 = {u(·) : [t0, T ] → P |u(·) ∈ L([t0, T ], P )}

and
Vt0 = {v(·) : [t0, T ] → Q|v(·) ∈ L([t0, T ], Q)}

constitute the sets of admissible open-loop controls of players.
In the theory of zero-sum differential games one extra condition is put on the right-

hand side of (1). Namely, function f is such that

max
v∈Q

min
u∈P

〈l, f(t, x, u, v)〉 = min
u∈P

max
v∈Q

〈l, f(t, x, u, v)〉 (4)

holds for any l ∈ R
n and any (t, x) ∈ [t0, T ]×R

n. This assumption is called Isaacs condition
or condition of existence of saddle point in small game. In this paper validity of Isaacs
condition is not assumed by default and it is mentioned explicitly whenever used.

The only assumption about terminal payoff is that the functionH is continuous on Rn.
Under all of these assumptions including Isaacs condition it is known [4–8] that differential
game (1)–(3) has a value denoted as w∗(t0, x0).

Let D ⊂ [t0, T ] × Rn be a set of all positions (t, x) in game (1)–(3) (denoted as
Γ(t0, x0)) achievable from initial position (t0, x0). Then one considers the set

Γ(D) = {Γ(t, x)|(t, x) ∈ D}

of differential games parameterized by initial position (t, x). Function w∗(t, x) considered
as a function of position (t, x) is called the value function of the differential game (1)–(3).

In his work [1] Isaacs derived partial differential equation for the value function of the
game in the following form
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∂w

∂t
(t, x) + max

v∈Q
min
u∈P

〈∇w(t, x), f(t, x, u, v)〉 = 0. (5)

Since payoff is of terminal type the value function is satisfying natural boundary condition

w(T, x) = H(x). (6)

Isaacs showed that when the value function of the game exists and is of class C1 then (5),
(6) holds. Note that above is valid under condition (4). If it is not, one considers the pair
of equations

∂w

∂t
(t, x) + max

v∈Q
min
u∈P

〈∇w(t, x), f(t, x, u, v)〉 = 0, (7)

∂w

∂t
(t, x) + min

u∈P
max
v∈Q

〈∇w(t, x), f(t, x, u, v)〉 = 0. (8)

They are called lower and upper Isaacs equations correspondingly.
As mentioned above one of the obstacles of Isaacs method is that for many differential

games value function is not smooth, i. e. does not belong to class C1. Viscosity solutions
theory generalizes the notion of solution of PDE on non-smooth case. Definitions for the
particular case of Isaacs PDE are as follows.

Definition 2.1. Lower semi-continuous function w+(·) : [t0, T ] × R
n → R is a

viscosity supersolution of (5) if and only if for any function φ(·) ∈ C1((t0, T ) × Rn) such
that when w+ − φ achieves local minimum at some point (t∗, x∗) ∈ (t0, T ) × Rn then

∂φ

∂t
(t∗, x∗) + max

v∈Q
min
u∈P

〈∇φ(t∗, x∗), f(t∗, x∗, u, v)〉 � 0.

Definition 2.2. Upper semi-continuous function w−(·) : [t0, T ]×Rn → R is viscosity
subsolution of (5) if and only if for any function φ(·) ∈ C1((t0, T ) × Rn) such that when
w− − φ achieves local maximum at some point (t∗, x∗) ∈ (t0, T ) × Rn then

∂φ

∂t
(t∗, x∗) + max

v∈Q
min
u∈P

〈∇φ(t∗, x∗), f(t∗, x∗, u, v)〉 � 0.

Definition 2.3. Viscosity solution is a function w(·) : [t0, T ] × Rn → R which is
viscosity supersolution and subsolution of (5) at the same time.

3. Programmed iteration method. Consider the space

UC(D) = {w(·) : D → R}

of uniformly continuous functions. Operator Φc− defined on the space UC(D) maps function
w(·) ∈ UC(D) to the function Φc

− ◦ w(·) such that the value of image of function w(·) in
point (t∗, x∗), i. e. Φc

− ◦ w(t∗, x∗) is calculated as

Φc
− ◦ w(t∗, x∗) = max

t∈[t∗,T ]
max
v∈Q

inf
u(·)∈Ut∗

w(t, x(t, t∗, x∗, u(·), v)). (9)

The operator Φc
− in (9) is called maxmin value operator. In similar way operator Φc

+ is
defined by the formula

Φc
+ ◦ w(t∗, x∗) = min

t∈[t∗,T ]
min
u∈P

sup
v(·)∈Vt∗

w(t, x(t, t∗, x∗, u, v(·))), (10)
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where as before Φc
+ ◦w(t∗, x∗) means the value of image of function w(·) at point (t∗, x∗).

Operator Φc
+ in (10) has name minmax value operator.

In programmed iteration method two sequences of successive approximations are
constructed

w
(n)
− (·) = Φc

− ◦ w(n−1)
− (·), (11)

w
(n)
+ (·) = Φc

+ ◦w(n−1)
+ (·) (12)

with initial approximations

w
(0)
− (t∗, x∗) = max

v∈Q
inf

u(·)∈Ut∗
H(x(T, t∗, x∗, u(·), v)), (13)

w
(0)
+ (t∗, x∗) = min

u∈P
sup

v(·)∈Vt∗
H(x(T, t∗, x∗, u, v(·))). (14)

They are called maxmin and minmax approximations respectively.
Space UC(D) is equiped with partial order and distance function. Partial order is

defined naturally. Two functions w1(·), w2(·) ∈ UC(D) satisfy relation w1(·) � w2(·) if and
only if

w1(t∗, x∗) � w2(t∗, x∗) ∀(t∗, x∗) ∈ D.
The structure of metric space on the set UC(D) is introduced with uniform distance
function ρ(·, ·) which is

ρ(w1(·), w2(·)) = sup
(t∗,x∗)∈D

|w1(t∗, x∗) − w2(t∗, x∗)|.

Below main properties of value operators and successive approximations are
formulated, for proofs see [15–18, 21].

Lemma3.1. Operators Φc
− and Φc

+ preserve order on the set UC(D), that is

w1(·) � w2(·) ⇒ Φc
− ◦ w1(·) � Φc

− ◦ w2(·),

w1(·) � w2(·) ⇒ Φc
+ ◦ w1(·) � Φc

+ ◦ w2(·).

Lemma3.2. For any function w(·) ∈ UC(D)

Φc
− ◦ w(·) � w(·), Φc

+ ◦ w(·) � w(·).

Lemma3.3. Operators Φc− and Φc
+ are invariant on set UC(D), i. e. for any w(·) ∈

UC(D)
Φc

− ◦ w(·) ∈ UC(D), Φc
+ ◦ w(·) ∈ UC(D).

Lemma3.4. Operators Φc
− and Φc

+ are continuous and satisfy Lipschitz condition
(in the sense of metrics ρ) with constant L = 1. Moreover Lipshitz’s condition does not
hold for any smaller constant.

Lemma3.5. The pair of equations

Φc
− ◦ w(·) = w(·), Φc

+ ◦ w(·) = w(·)

is equivalent to equation
Φc

−w(·) = Φc
+ ◦ w(·).
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Lemma3.6. Any successive approximation for one value operator is a fixed point of
other value operator, i. e. for any k � 0

Φc
− ◦ w(k)

+ (·) = w
(k)
+ (·), Φc

+ ◦ w(k)
− (·) = w

(k)
− (·).

Theorem3..1. For any g(0)
− (·), g(0)

+ (·) ∈ UC(D) successive approximations

g
(k)
− (·) = Φc

− ◦ g(k−1)
− (·), g

(k)
+ (·) = Φc

+ ◦ g(k−1)
+ (·)

converge uniformly on space UC(D).
From lemmas 3.4, 3.6 and theorem 3.1 follows
Theorem3..2. Consecutive approximations (11) and (12) converge to common fixed

points of value operators.
Formulated above lemmas and theorems do not rely on Isaacs condition (4). In paper

[22] authors proved that if Isaacs condition holds then successive approximations (11) and
(12) converge to the same common fixed point of value operators and this is unique common
fixed point of value operators satisfying boundary condition (6). Moreover common fixed
point of value operators which satisfies (6) is indeed the value function of the game
considered in positional and so-called recursive strategies [21, 23].

Equation
Φc

− ◦ w(·) = Φc
+ ◦ w(·)

got the name of generalized Isaacs–Bellman equation due to lemma 3.and the following
Theorem3..3. Under Isaacs condition if w∗(·) ∈ C1(D) then w∗(·) is a common fixed

point of value operators if and only if it satisfies Isaacs–Bellman equation

∂w

∂t
(t∗, x∗) + max

v∈Q
min
u∈P

〈∇w(t∗, x∗), f(t∗, x∗, u, v)〉 = 0 ∀(t∗, x∗) ∈ D.

4. Viscosity solutions and programmed iteration method. In this section
connection between viscosity solutions theory and programmed iteration method is
established through the following theorems.

Theorem4..1. Continuous fixed point w(·) of value operator Φc
− is a viscosity

supersolution of (7).
Proof. Let w(·) be fixed point of operator Φc

− and function w−−φ has local minimum
at point (t∗, x∗). Thus

w(t∗, x∗) − φ(t∗, x∗) � w(t, x) − φ(t, x) ∀(t, x) ∈ S(t∗, x∗),

where S(t∗, x∗) is some open set containing (t∗, x∗). Since w(·) is fixed point one gets

max
t∈[t∗,T ]

max
v∈Q

inf
u(·)∈Ut∗

[
w(t, x(t, t∗, x∗, u(·), v)) − w(t∗, x∗)

]
= 0. (15)

From (15) then follows that for any t ∈ [t∗, T ] and v ∈ Q

inf
u(·)∈Ut∗

[
w(t, x(t, t∗, x∗, u(·), v)) − w(t∗, x∗)

]
� 0

and, hence, for some open set S(t∗) containing t∗

inf
u(·)∈Ut∗

[
φ(t, x(t, t∗, x∗, u(·), v)) − φ(t∗, x∗)

]
� 0 ∀t ∈ S(t∗), ∀v ∈ Q. (16)
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To complete the proof one needs to show that

∂φ

∂t
(t∗, x∗) + max

v∈Q
min
u∈P

〈∇φ(t∗, x∗), f(t∗, x∗, u, v)〉 � 0.

Suppose opposite. Let there exists (t∗, x∗) ∈ D such that

∂φ

∂t
(t∗, x∗) + max

v∈Q
min
u∈P

〈∇φ(t∗, x∗), f(t∗, x∗, u, v)〉 > 0.

Then for some constant c > 0

∂φ

∂t
(t∗, x∗) + max

v∈Q
min
u∈P

〈∇φ(t∗, x∗), f(t∗, x∗, u, v)〉 > c

and, hence, for some v∗ ∈ Q and any u ∈ P

∂φ

∂t
(t∗, x∗) + 〈∇φ(t∗, x∗), f(t∗, x∗, u, v∗)〉 > c.

One could easily prove that the function defined as

F (t, x, u) =
∂φ

∂t
(t, x) + 〈∇φ(t, x), f(t, x, u, v∗)〉 (17)

continuous in (t, x) uniformly by u. Then for some ε > 0 and any (t, x) from ε-sphere
Sε(t∗, x∗)

F (t, x, u) > c ∀u ∈ P. (18)

Let x(t) = x(t, t∗, x∗, u(t), v∗) be a solution of (1) from initial point (t∗, x∗) corresponding
to admissible control u(·) and fixed control v∗ ∈ Q. From (17) and (18) then follows
existence of interval [t∗, t∗ + ε) such that for any t ∈ [t∗, t∗ + ε)

∂φ

∂t
(t, x(t)) + 〈∇φ(t, x(t)), f(t, x(t), u(t), v∗)〉 > c.

By taking integral of both parts from t∗ to t∗ + ε and according to Lebesque theorem [24]
one gets

φ(t, x(t)) − φ(t∗, x∗) � cε ∀u(·)
and, hence,

inf
u(·)∈Ut∗

[
φ(t, x(t, t∗, x∗, u(·), v∗)) − φ(t∗, x∗)

]
� cε.

The last expression, obviously, contradicts (16).
In similar way one could derive symmetrical theorem.
Theorem 4..2. Continuous fixed point w(·) of value operator Φc

+ is a viscosity
subsolution of (8).

From theorem 4.1 and lemma 3.6 follows
Corollary 4.1. Sequence (11) with initial approximation (13) is a sequence of viscosity

subsolutions of upper Isaacs equation (7).
In turn from theorem 4.2 and lemma 3.6 follows
Corollary 4.2. Sequence (12) with initial approximation (14) is a sequence of viscosity

supersolutions of lower Isaacs equation (8).
From theorems 4.1 and 4.2 follows
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Corollary 4.3. Common fixed point of value operators is a viscosity solution of Isaacs
equation (5).
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